
XIAOQING MAI

Pasadena, CA 91106 ◆ 6266623209 ◆ angelamai.work@gmail.com

www.angelamaiart.com
IG: friedraven_

Professional illustrator and artist experienced with wide variety of design tools and comfortable working in
both 2D and 3D environments. Strong understanding of user experience design and creating visually
appealing and highly functional designs. Works independently or in teams to produce high-quality designs
that meet client expectations.

Drawing (ink, pen, pencil)
Painting (acrylic, water color, oil)
Sculpting (ceramic, polymer clay,
Print making: Intaglio, silk screen, lithograph
Adobe Photoshop- drawing, photo editing—
prescient
Adobe Illustrator — proficient
Adobe Indesign— proficient
Procreate— proficient

Zbrush— advanced
Styling
Saw table wood cutting
Mold making
Book binding
Language:
Language: English— fluent Mandarin— fluent
Cantonese— fluent
French— elementary proficiency

Illustrator, artist, designer, 05/2021
Various

Album cover design,
AloviL, Los Angeles
Designed 2 album covers
March 2021, Package design- Freelanceangelamai.work@gmail.comwww.angelamai.art@friedraven_
Angela Mai, US, 91106
Wuqu's, Designed package for rice noodles
2020, Character design- Freelance
Online

WEBSITES, PORTFOLIOS, PROFILES

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

SKILLS

WORK HISTORY



Design character based on their image for people online.

Children drawing teacher, 06/2022 - 09/2022
West California Academy of Art and Design – Alhambra, CA

Taught children of second grade to fifth grade foundation of drawing in ink.
Developed and facilitated after-school art clubs and activities for students to hone skills.
Assisted students in developing unique artistic skills and techniques.
Taught classes on painting, collage, and color theory.
Evaluated and graded students' class work, performances, projects, assignments and papers.
Inspired students and assisted in developing creativity and self-expression through various art forms and
media.
Developed and implemented various thematic lesson plans, utilizing age-appropriate material and
focusing on relevant topics.
Managed art room supplies, equipment and resources to maintain consistent supply for projects.

Freelance, 10/2021 - 11/2021
Big Brother Dim Sum – Los Angeles, CA

Work in a team to design the visual identity, for a dim sum fast food restaurant including logo, packaging
for food, containers, utensils, T-shirts, hats, restaurant mockups, and a visual identity guideline book.
Coordinated with external vendors and suppliers to verify quality and accuracy of printed materials.
Met with customers to present mockups and collect information for adjustments.

Illustrator- Intern, 03/2021 - 06/2021
Lizhi Inc – Guangzhou, Guangdong, China

Design graphic banners and flayers for online activities.
Design motion graphic gift for a streaming platform.
Applied color theory and lighting techniques in drawings and illustrations to add excitement, focus, and
depth.
Work with
Produced sketches and drafts to refine artwork before completion.

children art tutor, 10/2020 - 03/2021
Private Home – Los Angeles, CA

Developed and implemented engaging art lessons for students in third to six grades.
Assessed student work and provided constructive feedback.
Managed art room supplies, equipment and resources to maintain consistent supply for projects.
Assisted students in developing unique artistic skills and techniques.

Cashiering, 05/2016 - 09/2016
Distributed materials, cleaning, packaging.

Cashier, 06/2014 - 09/2014



Shengjia Grocery
Organizing, cleaning, cashiering

Bachelor of Fine Arts: Illustration, 04/2023
Art Center Collage of Design - Pasadena, California

Recognitions —————— , London International Creative Competition 2023— official selection,
finalist
Artcenter Scholarship 2022

EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION


